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interest in our products. 

Please contact your local sales representative with 
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N O T I C E

This product has been discontinued.

https://www.kirinoikeuchi.co.jp/eng/contact/ 



SETOV0406 (or 0508) S303

+TS303+UT (with 20L Tank)

SETOV-UNIT_200525E

Portable Spray Unit

Disinfection
at entrance

Humidification in
manufacturing

facilityIndoor
disinfection

Installation example

Install at a facility entrance to
block out the virus and
prevent the spread of infections

For immediate 

Disinfection!

Easy and quick installation

Made by Industrial-use 

 spray nozzle

 manufacturer

                    

No dinosaur display or cover included. 



Order code: 

Fine fog spray with chemical solutions
for preventing viral infection

・Immediate use with an air compressor
・Clog-resistant nozzle for easy maintenance*1

・Available in two different spray flow rates:

          

・Includes a large-capacity tank of 20 liters
・Spray can be controlled with an optional mat switch and a 

timer 
*1) Spraying chemicals will wear and corrode the nozzle eventually. When the nozzle is clogged, remove the nozzle tip, clean it before re-spraying.

If a clog cannot be cleared by cleaning, replace the nozzle tip with a new one.
Note:  After spraying chemicals, spray water for about 5 minutes to mitigate corrosion and rust of the metal parts. (See the instruction manual for details.)

Spray direction is adjustable
with a ball-joint adaptor

When measured at air pressure of 0.3 MPa. Spray flow rate varies depending on liquid level in a tank.                           

Spray Unit SETOV0406 S303+TS303+UT (with 20L Tank)
(SETOV0508 nozzle is also available.) 

We have our branches and affiliate companies around the world—in China, USA, The Netherlands, Thailand, 
Indonesia, UAE, and more. Please see our website for the nearest contact.

https://www.kirinoikeuchi.co.jp/eng/company/location/

E-mail: overseas@kirinoikeuchi.co.jp   URL: https://www.kirinoikeuchi.co.jp/eng/   

Daiichi Kyogyo Bldg., 1-15-15, Awaza, Nishi-ku, Osaka 550-0011, Japan
Headquarters

Tel: 81-6-6538-4015   Fax: 81-6-6538-4022

Drawing
Components
1) SETOJet Nozzle (Stainless steel) 
2) Plastic tank (PE)
3) UT Ball joint 
4) Cap (PE)
5) Fitting (PA) 
6) 1/4 Valve (Stainless steel) 
7) 700 mm Water hose (PVC)
8) Strainer (Air stone) 

Unit: mm

Note: This unit does not include a compressor or disinfectant. 

With SETOV0406: 
2.2 L/hr at full liquid level, 1.8 L/hr at low liquid level
Approx. 9–11 hours continuous spraying

With SETOV0508: 
3.3 L/hr at full liquid level, 2.8 L/hr at low liquid level
Approx. 6–7 hours continuous spraying


